BASKET OPTIONS
Standard Basket
The standard basket gives you 6,900 cubic inches
(17,526cm3) of cargo space. This basket is perfect for
grocery stores, super centers, and mid-size retail stores.
Basket dimensions: 20” x 24” x 15” (WxLxH)
(50 x 61 x 38cm)
Jumbo Basket
The jumbo basket gives you over 11,000 cubic inches
(27,940cm3)of cargo space - 80% more than the
standard Model ‘63. This basket is perfect for Club
Stores, Home Centers or any other retailer that
experiences larger than normal purchases.

Jumbo Basket
The Mart Cart comes with a Standard
Basket. Other options are available to
accommodate your customer’s shopping
needs and requirements. The Jumbo,
Small and Dual Hand Basket Trays may
be your perfect solution!
The Ultima by Mart Cart is avaiable
with the Standard or Jumbo baskets.

Basket dimensions: 24” x 26” x 15” (WxLxH)
(61 x 66 x 38cm)
Small Basket
The new small basket features a narrower 18” (46cm)
basket with 2,800 cubic inches (7,112cm3)of cargo
space. This cart is perfect for small stores and stores
with narrow aisles due to it’s 5” (13cm) shorter footprint.
The small basket can also be added to the Personal or
Industrial carts.
Basket dimensions: 18” x 10.5” x 15” (WxHxD)
(45.7 x 26.7 x 38cm)
Dual Hand Basket Tray
With the dual hand basket tray option, the Mart Cart
has a 3.5” (9cm) shorter footprint. This option is ideal for
smaller stores that provide hand baskets to shoppers.

ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS
Crutch & Cane Holders (280-1609)
Basket mounted. Holds crutches and
canes securely in an upright position.
Includes user signage.

Folding Produce Tray (200-1465)
Protects delicate fruit from other
groceries.

Keyed Power Switch (280-1652)
An added touch of security for your carts.
Comes with 2 keys.

Bike Style Safety Flag (200-1736)
Increases cart visibility in store.

Retractable Cord Reel (200-1740)
6 ft (1.8 m), 110 Volt. Stores and protects
cord from wear and neglect.

Oxygen Tank Holder (280-1082)
Holds oxygen bottle securely at
rear of cart.

Give your shoppers a comfortable lift!
Consider other quality products by Mart Cart® -such as the Mart Cart® electric shopping carts,
the Ultima, the Handy Cart® wheelchair attachment,
or the Care Chair™ wheelchairs.
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